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M A RY FERGUS SON OBE 1914 -97

DA M E SU E ION

A civil engineer who worked on many
well-known projects in Scotland,
including the River Leven purification
scheme in 1952. She was the first
woman fellow of the Institution of
Civil Engineering in 1957.

One of the UK’s leading nuclear experts,
best known for her fuel recycling work.
She chairs the UK Nuclear Innovation
Research Advisory Board. The first
woman to receive the Royal Academy
of Engineering President’s Medal.

ANNA BL AR NEY
Job Research fellow
TESTING FUTUR E
Age 29
E P I D E M I C VA C C I N E S
Qualification
Bioengineer
The organisation Imperial College
London
pathogen currently unknown to
The project The $8.4m (£6.6m)
Disease X vaccination programme cause human disease. Previously,
a few have been devastating –
Office location London
eg HIV, Zika, Sars and the 1918
What we’re building We’re
Spanish flu. Our aim is to achieve
developing technology to enable
“just in time” vaccine production
us to manufacture vaccines for
– 100,000 doses weekly.
diseases not yet known, and
What my working day looks like
expect to begin human clinical
I do my best work in the morning
trials by next year. Disease X is
the term the World Health
so I come in between 7.30 and
Organization uses to describe
8am. Most of the day is spent in
a serious international epidemic
the lab, working on formulations
that could be caused by a
and conducting experiments; on

human cells initially and, if results
look promising, on mice. It takes
an entire team to set up, conduct
and analyse an experiment, so at
least part of the day is spent in
meetings with other scientists,
planning experiments and talking
about results.
What skills I bring to the project
I understand the practicalities
of scaling up lab-based systems
and potentially manufacturing
100,000 doses of a vaccine every
week. I’m good at communicating
and bringing people together. This
project is highly collaborative so
it’s important to make sure that
everyone is on the same page and
working towards the same goals.

What I wish I’d built I daydream
now about building a vaccine
injection that could be turned “on”
and “off” to give multiple doses.
You could give one injection, and
then activate the vaccine again
months later by taking a tablet.
What I wanted to be as a child
An engineer. Both my father and
grandfather were engineers, who
graduated from the same
university and programme that
I did. I really fell in love with
engineering when I saw a
demonstration by Kristi Anseth
about super-absorbent materials
like those in baby nappies. I had
an “aha” moment about how
fascinating engineering could be.

What I love most about my work
It’s a tie between the impact of
what we’re creating and the
people I work with.
What I like least about my work
Conducting a bad experiment
that gives inconclusive results.
It takes resilience to try again.
Scientific progress is always slow.
Regardless, I’m motivated by the
idea that this could save lives and
even directly affect people I know.
The most ridiculous thing said to
me about my job Perhaps “Has
sexism impacted your career in
engineering?” My attitude has
always been that if someone
else – be it a man or a woman –
can do it, why can’t I?

born

1955

I WAS A
MINORITY
WITHIN A
MINORITY
Mechanical engineer and
broadcaster Dr Shini Somara
is delighted to see more
women entering the sector,
but says we need to ensure all
ethnicities are represented too

DA M E A N N PAT R I C I A D OW L I N G
b o r n 1 9 52

A I L I E M AC A DA M

A mechanical engineer and a world
authority on combustion, acoustics and
vibration. She became the first female
Cambridge engineering professor in
1993. She is the first female president of
the Royal Academy of Engineering.

t’s not easy being a female
engineer. You have to be
courageous and bold; to smash
through outdated stereotypes; to
tussle with unconscious bias and
have the tenacity to push through
failures. I know because I had to draw on my
own reserves to qualify as a doctor of
mechanical engineering 16 years ago.

H U M I L I AT E D A N D B U L L I E D
My podcast, Scilence, reveals that my experience
was not unique. Guests of a similar generation
or older describe an insufferable “brotopia”.
Women were having to walk a tightrope between
assertiveness and aggression, kindness and
self-defence. They report being regularly
undermined, humiliated and bullied. Women
would have to work twice as hard to prove
themselves among less-qualified men.
These women did not drop out of engineering.
They were pushed out.
Currently 12.7 per cent of the UK engineering
workforce are female. No statistics exist to
indicate what proportion of this percentage
are ethnic minority. In short, it is difficult
to quantify how things have changed since
I was an engineer over the past decade or two.
But things are changing. #MeToo, the gender
pay-gap debate and social media have
helped bring a voice to the voiceless.

LASER-FOCUSED
Luckily for me, I had support at home in
the form of Dad, an engineer himself. He
always welcomed inquisitiveness, and so my
two sisters and I questioned everything. We
had such a hunger to learn and understand,
and unsurprisingly we became sisters
in STEM: an engineer, architect and
a veterinarian.
While I had support
from my family, I’m not
a natural – maths and
physics were never my
forte, but it didn’t stop
me staying laserCompanies
focused on qualifying.
must continue
Like other women in
to encourage
STEM, I was one of
very few of my kind.
openness and
Only 7 per cent of my
acceptance of
university class were
diversity and
female. Baggy clothing,
no make-up and sheer
inclusivity in
hard work helped me
the workplace
reach my end goals.
AT T I T U D I N A L E V I L S
I got my first job as a research engineer
at 20. I was the only woman among 45
engineers and I faced a cocktail of
attitudinal evils. The patriarchal system,
racism, insecurity, sexism, cultural
differences, ego, objectification.
I experienced it all. I was an easy target,
with my brown skin further outnumbering
me – a minority within a minority.
Disparaging comments such as “Are
you computer modelling today or fashion
modelling?” gradually wore down my sense
of humour. There was nothing amusing about
having my expertise undermined. Instead of
following advice to “lighten up” or “relax”
I chose to withdraw. Without allies, being
different was diminishing, so I left my
engineering job after five years to try
something different.
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A F U T U R E W I T H O U T Q U O TA S
Mentoring and role models over the
past couple of decades are starting to
bear fruit and I certainly hear greater
levels of confidence and assertiveness
in my younger guests on Scilence,
thanks to these schemes.
But there is still more the industry
can do. Companies must continue
to encourage openness and
acceptance of diversity and inclusivity
in the workplace. Assessing the
quality of work delivered, rather
than focusing on how the work is
delivered, embraces differences in
work practices. And productivity and morale
increase when employees are trusted with
flexible and remote-working options, especially
to accommodate childcare. Similarly, promoting
more women to the boardroom will lead to more
empathetic and compassionate decision-making
over issues such as paternity/maternity leave,
day care and retraining employees after long
periods of absence.
I’m optimistic these changes are coming, and
fast, as companies have begun to recognise the
positive impact diversity and inclusivity have on
their business and are keen to hire. We must all
take advantage of these enterprising times. Only
then can we imagine a future where gender and
racial quotas are redundant.
Dr Somara’s podcast Scilence is available
on iTunes, Spotify and YouTube
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Bechtel managing director of
infrastructure, Europe and Africa.
Best known as the lead engineer for
the £800m St Pancras station rebuild,
completed in 2007. She has also worked
on High Speed 1 and London Crossrail.

H OW T O B E AT S T E M -T I M I DAT I O N
Zoe McDonald asks three leading female engineers for tips
on how to thrive when you’re outnumbered by the men
Dr Tara Swart,
neuroscientist
and executive
adviser, often works in
the oil and gas industry
FIND A MENTOR

Be proactive about
finding sponsors and
mentors in your
business. It will help
you improve your
network and cultivate
powerful advocates
in your organisation.
Don’t think that
this needs to be
a woman, even if
your organisation
tends to pair female
mentees with
female mentors.
SEE THE BIG PICTURE

Geeky stereotypes
about engineering
are an outdated
myth. Engineers are
tomorrow’s chief
executives. It is
engineering, not
business, that is the
most common university
major among S&P 500
chief executives.
E X PR E S S YO U R S E LF

Be yourself in deciding
how to present yourself
at work. Women have
more scope than men
for self-expression in
what they wear in a
corporate environment.
Feeling authentic will
boost confidence. Don’t
wear a suit just because
everyone does (unless
you want to).

Dr Janet
Wong,
senior
lecturer, department
of mechanical
engineering, Imperial
College London
B E YO U

Don’t be put off by
historical gender bias.
Things are changing. In
my team, which includes
postgrads and postdocs
with chemistry, chemical
engineering, mechanical
engineering and physics
backgrounds, there are
more women than men.
BE ADVENTU ROUS

Think laterally about
what career possibilities
there may be for you in
the future. I find that
undergraduates often
think too narrowly
about the PhDs they
could apply for, or
funding they might
be able to secure.
Sometimes male
students are more
comfortable about
the idea of jumping
outside the box when
it comes to going for
opportunities that
involve lateral or
cross-discipline
moves. So copy them.
BE CONFIDENT

Organisations must
attract the best to
survive. If you’re there,
you are very good at
what you do. Don’t let
impostor syndrome in.

Dr Larissa
Romualdo
Suzuki,
senior principal
product manager,
machine learning,
Oracle; honorary
associate professor,
computing, UCL
TA L K O F S U C C E S S

I was once advised that
as a woman I had to tone
down my claims that I
knew much about things
to gain other people’s
trust. But this attitude
perpetuates the gender
bias we have in the
workplace. Now I’m
conscious of not being
self-deprecating about
my capabilities.
YO U A R E N OT A LO N E

Plenty of women have
gone before. All great
accomplishments in
technology and
engineering to date were
only possible because
of the work of women.
DON’T FRET

The power to change
the world is at our
fingertips. If a girl is
interested in computer
science, I’d tell them
to forget about the
stereotypes, bring their
learning with them (tech
is multidisciplinary),
and not to worry if they
haven’t got a technical
degree. Everyone can
learn to code. If you
don’t enjoy this, there are
many other things to do.

